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Your alarm blares at 7:00 a.m., and you know that
it is time to start the day. You jump out of bed,
shove your feet into your fuzzy slippers, and make
your way to the shower.
After scrubbing, exfoliating, and getting squeaky
clean, you wrap yourself into a towel and hit the
ground running. Power suit on, shoes polished,
and hair shaped to perfection. You are ready to
go, but before you make your way out the door,
you take one last look at your ensemble.
You grin in the mirror, and immediately are turned
off about what you see. “This smile just isn’t nearly
as bright as it used to be!” you say with a shriek.
“There must be something I can do,” you mumble
as you shuffle out the door.
Throughout the rest of the day, all you keep
thinking about are your teeth. You make a
conscious effort not to smile because you do not
want to embarrass yourself, and at the same time,
you begin to realize just how much you smile on a
daily basis.
You know that a trip to the dentist might be the
solution, so you decide to give Dr. Gloria Ospina
a call.

“I wonder what she will be able to do to transform
these teeth,” you mumble to yourself. “Hopefully,
she can do something for me.”
If you feel that your smile might be in need of a
change, then you are reading the right e-Book!
Through this guide, you will learn about one of
the ‘best ways’ that you can change your smile,
porcelain veneers.
Porcelain veneers can transform your smile from
stained or chipped, to shiny and stunning. “But
wait!” you start to exclaim as you read. “Haven’t
I heard about porcelain veneers? Don’t they ruin
your teeth and break easily?”
In this e-Book, you will learn everything that you
need to know about the myths and the truths of
porcelain veneers. By the time you finish reading,
you will have the information that you need to
know the inner workings of the procedure, and if
porcelain veneers could be right for you!

Myths about Porcelain Veneers
You probably have heard rumors on the streets about
porcelain veneers. You have heard people tell you all sorts
of things about the ins-and-outs of veneers, and you really
do not know what to think. So much information, and you
are not sure if any of it is true!
So let’s dive into what is true and what is false. Below you
will find the most common myths that we have uncovered,
and what patients most commonly fear about porcelain
veneers when they visit Dr. Gloria Ospina during an initial
consultation.

Myths
MYTH 1- The dentist has to whittle your teeth down to
toothpicks for the veneers to fit.

TRUTH- Only 0.5mm of enamel is removed to make room for
the porcelain veneer. Go ahead and pull out your ruler and see just
how little enamel has to be removed. That is not much at all! A
tiny fraction removed, so your teeth will not be whittled down to
nothing to make the transformation possible.
Dr. Gloria Ospina knows just how important it is to maintain as
much natural tooth material as possible. Not only does it add
years to your overall oral health, but it is more comfortable and
natural to have as much of your own teeth as possible. Dr. Ospina
takes care to ensure that your teeth stay healthy during this entire
process--she knows the importance of good teeth down to their
core.
So when people start telling you that you need to have your teeth
knocked out in order to have porcelain veneers in place, you can
expose the myth and know the whole truth!

MYTH 2- You have to replace porcelain veneers

TRUTH- You do have a say in how your smile

every year because they break down so quickly.
TRUTH- Porcelain veneers are durable and
long-lasting. Dr. Ospina wouldn’t advocate a
product that could fall apart so easily.

is going to look. With Dr. Ospina, you have the
opportunity to customize the ‘type’ of smile that
you desire. Maybe you want a more youthful
smile? Maybe you are in the market for more
of a mature look? Maybe you just want a more
‘natural’ smile that you can be proud of?

Typically, the veneers last for about 10 years before
they need to be replaced. You do not have to
follow any special rules or habits with them. You
can eat, drink, and maintain normal oral hygiene
without hesitation! The key lies in hygiene and
maintenance. After 10 years gum recession and
bone loss can occur meaning that the esthetics can
become compromised. The best thing to do? Just
see the dental hygienist at least 2 times a year.
As with natural teeth, porcelain veneers can
become chipped or cracked if they are not taken
care of. To avoid these issues, make sure that
you do not chew on ice, hard foods, or pencils.
In general, the best rule of thumb is to treat your
teeth with tender loving care, and in-return, they
will keep looking and feeling their best!

MYTH 3-Your smile is chosen for you. You
don’t know how you are going to look when it is all
said and done.

Whatever you are looking for, you can be sure
that Dr. Ospina will help accommodate your
requests.
Dr. Gloria Ospina also has the technical and
artistic skills to make your porcelain veneers look
natural and fit to the shape of your mouth. This
allows for you to notice a dramatic change in the
position and shape of your teeth, making your
smile shine more than you ever thought possible!

MYTH 4- There is no way that you can afford
porcelain veneers. They are super expensive and
you have to have your whole smile redone.

TRUTH- while porcelain veneers can be
expensive, the cost should not be the reason that
bars you from having the smile that you deserve.
With many forms of dental insurance, cosmetic
dentistry procedures are not covered.

However, Dr. Ospina can discuss all of your
financing options when you meet for a consultation.
A solution can be worked out that fits your current
financial situation and offers you the cosmetic
dentistry work that you serve.
During your first visit, Dr. Ospina can evaluate
how many teeth require porcelain veneers and
also evaluate the total costs for the procedure. So
do not fear! Dr. Ospina is here to make your smile
dreams, a reality!

MYTH 5- There are cheaper options available
that will last just as long as porcelain veneers.
TRUTH- You might have heard people talking
about another alternative to porcelain veneers
called “Lumineers.” While Lumineers might seem
like the better alternative to porcelain veneers,
there are quite a few factors to consider about
these veneers.
Typically, Lumineers are not created out the
same high quality porcelain as porcelain veneers.
In turn, they are not as aesthetically pleasing,
natural, or reliable as porcelain veneers.

MYTH 6- Porcelain veneers stain easily and
can look unsightly.
TRUTH- Porcelain veneers are actually stain
resistant, which allows you to eat and drink with
ease. You don’t have to worry about that KoolAid being the last mark that is made on your
porcelain veneers. That licorice is not going to be
the defining candy that turns your teeth black for
the long haul.
With porcelain veneers, your comfort is kept in
mind. Live naturally and smile big. Porcelain
veneers are designed to make you feel your
best, and live in comfort. Talk about a win-win
situation!

MYTH 7- The procedure takes forever to finish,
and once you are done, you still have to come in
for extra appointments.
TRUTH- porcelain veneers can be in place in
as little as three visits. Your first visit includes
the initial consultation and evaluation. In this
appointment, Dr. Ospina will show you your
options, and you can select the type of smile you
would like from a catalog. Dr. Ospina creates
detailed records which are sent to the lab to
design and create templates for your temporary
veneers.
The second appointment consists of Dr. Ospina
preparing your teeth for the porcelain veneers,
and placing temporary veneers. During your last
visit, Dr. Ospina will add the final touches to your
smile. The permanent veneers will be placed,
and Dr. Ospina will expertly craft the veneers to
match your smile to your exact specifications.

Dr. Ospina takes the time to prepare for your
porcelain veneers procedure making sure that
you have no gum infections or other issues that
could impact the success of the procedure. With
Lumineers, some of the steps are cut out making
the preparation less of a focal point.
So if you are considering cosmetic dentistry,
consider only the best so you can the most
beautiful smile possible that looks natural and is
durable too.

And then, ta-da! You can walk out of Gables
Perfect Smiles with a beautiful smile that is sure
to turn heads.
The next time that we will see you will be for bite
adjustments and small detail checks, just to make
sure that everything is working at its best.
In the meantime, you can go about living your
life without hesitation in smiling. What’s not to
smile about?

MYTH 8-Porcelain veneers never match the
same color of my existing teeth making my smile
look unnatural.
TRUTH- Dr. Gloria Ospina makes certain that
she matches the color of your porcelain veneers
to your natural teeth. By paying attention to the
small details, you will be able to see a big difference
in how you feel about your smile.
Dr. Ospina’s goal is to make your porcelain veneers
as seamlessly natural as possible so all people say
to you is, “Wow. You have such a beautiful smile!”

MYTH 9- Porcelain veneers have a very low
success rate.
TRUTH- With a dentist like Dr. Ospina, you
can be assured that you are in the very best hands.
Dr. Ospina takes the time to prepare for your
procedure to ensure that you have the highest
chance of success imaginable.
With porcelain veneers, porcelain is used as the
material for two reasons:
Porcelain looks natural and blends flawlessly with
your natural teeth.
Gums react very well with porcelain, yielding little
negative reaction from the procedure.

There is no reason to worry about if the procedure
will turn out well. Dr. Ospina prepares for your
procedure to ensure that you have the best results
possible. Period.
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So Now What?
If you think that porcelain veneers might be right for you,
then you have come to the right place! At Gables Perfect Smile,
we work hard to make our clients happy and satisfied with
their smiles. We have seen the impact of porcelain veneers
and what they can do for our clients. Patients leave happier,
excited, and ready to live life to its fullest.
As always, if you have any questions about what we do or
how we achieve such positive results, feel free to contact us at
Gables Perfect Smile at www.cosmeticdentistrymiami.com or
call us at 866-913-7701. Dr. Gloria Ospina will address any
questions or concerns that you might have and explain the
procedure to you in its entirety.
There is no reason to fear porcelain veneers! Not only can
they transform your smile to something that you are proud to
show off, but they can give you the durability and comfort that
you have been searching for.
Why wait for the smile that you deserve? Make a positive
change in as little as three visits!

Phone: (305) 443-8225
Address: Gables Perfect Smile 147 Alhambra Circle, Suite 111
Coral Gables, Florida 33134

